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Introduction

An approximation to tlie sampling distribution of the variance ratio
of one-way classification for analysis of variance and of the general
non-normal variance ratio was given by Gayen (1950). He started
with a Gram Charlier series expansion of the probability density
function of the population and ignored all population cumulants of
order greater than four and square and higher powers of the fourth
cumulant. An alternative approach is presented in this paper. The
probability density function of the variances has beenformally expanded
as a series of the product of Laguerre polynomials and Gamma-density
functions. The coefficients of the first few terms are worked out in
terms of population cumulants, up to the eighth order. The distri
bution of the ratio of variance components of one-way classification is
given explicitly. However, the method works on the same lines for
the general non-normal variance ratio. Gayen's expression agrees
with this expansion to the order of approximation used by him.

i. Laguerre Polynomials

For w > 0, a Laguerre polynomial of degree r in x, L/'"' (x) is
defined as: see Szego (1939), Chapter V,
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In particular,

Lo'"" W = 1

LjC") (x) = m-x

La""' (x) = (.m + 1) (m + 1) X+^
2!

W"" (X) =~m(m+l)(m +2)-^(m +l)(m +2)x '
y2 yS+ (m +2)^,-f.

L4<"" (x) —̂ m(w +1) (m +2) (m +3)

If we write

<A«W

—̂ (m +1) (w +2) (ffj +3) X

+ ("1 + 2) (m + 3) ^ —(w + 3) + ^ .

(1.2)

r(m)
c-''.v"-S 0

for the Gamma-density function with parameter m, the orthogonality
property of Laguerre polynomials can be stated as

Tl/-"' (x) (x) (X) dx =\^ ' (1.3)
• I lfr = J

2. One-waj Classification

In a one-way lay-out let Xy; i = 1, 2, ..fc, 7 = 1, 2, ..1 «<;
bethe/th observation in the i-th block. We assume that Xy have the
same distribution which we specify by the finite cuniulants x^,x^, ..
x„ Consider the identity

- x..)^ = S (x,. - x..r + 22 (X,, - x,y
i i < * >

= 5i + Si, say (2.1)
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where ' ' ••

- Z E s-"=Zi
i I

Si and S2 are said to liave Vi = (b —1) and v^ = {N—b) degrees of
freedom respectively. Our object here is to obtain the distribution of

• Si .

i^ =| (2.2)
V2.

under the assumption of no block effect. To ,be concise we take.

Hi = «2 =...=«„= « (2.3)

otherwise the method is general.

3. Distribution of and

Define the r-th population standard cumulant A, as

/I, = '• = 3,4, .... , , ., (3,1)

Alternatively we write Xg = cr^ Let X = SJ2a^ and ' Y =
Denote the probabihty density function of X and Y by ^ {X, Y). ' The
quotient (f {X, Y)!^,, (X) >l>p( Y); k = vJ2, p = U2/2; can be formally
expanded as a series of the product of Laguerre polynomials as

00 00

r=0 s=0

We assume here the convergence of (3,2). Multiplying both sides of
(3.2) byL/*''(X) Lj'"'(r) and integrating over the domain (0 < Z < 00,
0 < r < 00), we get .

„ _ WHY)
Prt — ^ „ (ft) •(ft) r <")

r,0
(3.3)

where E denotes mathematical expectation, by virtue of orthogonality
property (1.3). What we seek here is an approximation to^ (A', F).
We take ' i

4>(X,Y)r^J^Y] -A. (• (3.4)
r+«^4 '

15
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To evaluate for r + j < 4, we replace x hy X, m by A: and writing
M"= X—Jc, the polynomials given by (1.2) can be expressed in terms
of M as

Lo'"' =1

-u-ik •

• W' = - +1"' + (ik -[)u-ik .

W = + ^(6 - k) + iik - \)u + ^k(k - 6)
(3.5)

We obtain similar polynomials Lq'"') A'"'; A'"' and in V
by writing V= y —p and replacingm by p and x by j in (1.2). Using
the relation

(1 \'•+® r T
E (S^- E(S,)y {S, ~ E(S,)y (3.6)

and an ingenius process of converting product moments into product
cumulants due to Kendall (1940) and a table due to David and Johnson
(1951), we can very easily write the expressions for E(u'̂ V) for
/• + j'<4; for example

£("•) =II¥

"w"'

Em = 'I. +^' ^. +*" 'V A' +V,

= A+4A)

£(n=g|: ^.++ + (3.7,
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and so on. From (3.7), it is very easy to obtain E which
when substituted in (3.3) give the following:

Poo = 1

^10 = 0

~N(v, +hn +f) ~"
o A

m(vi + 2) "

I'" =- iVK+ 4) (t? -'••)
§iO —

i8l3 =

iV''(ui + 2)(2;i + 4)(«i + 6)

X («i-l)4/l3+(3ui3+32V-8ux+8)^4=')
N

1

#(t;i + 2) («! + 4) .

X A, + %(v,- 1) A,A, + 3v^ (V, + 4)

1

N^Vi + 2) {v, + 2)

X(^^^8 +16ui A^As +(3viu2+12ui -f A^^
1

iV2(t;2 + 2) (i;2 + 4)

X( '̂/l8+8(4i;,-u,-l)4/l3+(3u2^+20i;,-8vi-8)/l,-^)
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W{v^ + 2) (v, + 4) (ua + 6) •

A, + 32^2 {V2 A,A, + {v,' {3v, + 32)

- 8 (^1 + 1)(«, - - 1)) (3.8)

The coefficients (3.8) have the same interesting pattern as the result
(2.11) of Roy and Tiku (1962); there is a misprint in the expression
for their flg'"''; and the result (4.3) of author (1962). Given the values
(3.8) we can write explichly the approximation (3.4) for <I>{X, F). If
we ignore A^, /•>4 and A^^, ^(X. Y) is in perfect agreement with Gayen's
formula (2.17). We note that.the integral of ^ (X, y) over the domain
(0 ^ X < oo, 0<F<oo) is obviously unhy due to the following
property

(3.9)

0

^ of Laguerre polynomials. Also hy virtue of (3.9), the distribution of
or of 7 can be very easily written from ^ {X, F), say for example the

distribution of X is obtained as

4

(3.10)

r=0

4. Distribution of F

Submitting <f>{X,y) to the transformation

(4.1)
"2 Y

and integrating over Y from zero to infinity noting that a typical term
xy 'Pk (X) (Y) integrates to

''(I)^(t)

X



where

where
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.("i/aj+f

V«2© P (l)l/2)+'-_l

(D,+ti,;/2)+r+« •

The probability density function p {F) of F is thus obtained

p (F) r^Fo + A, F^, + F^-^ + A^ F^

+ ^A->A3 Ht Fab

as

(4.3)

and the other terms may be called corrective terms due to finite popu
lation cumulants. and are given by Gayen. For brevity
we reproduce here F^^ and only; the other terms can be very easily
written from <t> {X, y] using (4.2), and (4.1) together with (3.8) or can
be had from the author.

=4^^ [ +'' 2' ^(^ +2=1^ f)
+3v, iv,+v,y,p['̂ +L'̂ -,Fy(v,
+3 ^ 'F^-^l^lVoAvi+V^) P ;f'̂
+v^ivi-irv^y P '̂+1;.^) }+3 ^^^+2; F^
-v^{v,+v,)p(^\K'̂ +2-, f) }+Vj3("-\.^+3; (4.4)

^3UN^ . (̂y +3, '̂; F^
6v,Hv,+v,yp( '̂̂ +2,'̂ -, f) -4v,iv,+v,yp( '̂̂ +i, ir)

P(|, '̂P)] +4^2 { (̂^+3, ^^+1; F^

' /It

+

+
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(v^+v,) (^+2,g+1 ipysv^iv^+v.yp (^^+1,^^+1;

- (.v,+v,y ^ +1; +2, +2; f")

- 2vAv^+v,)p( '̂̂ ^+l, Vl+2;F'̂ +{v,+v,yp( '̂̂ \ ^+2; F.) }

+ iS4-1, +3; f+ V,) p "^ +3; f)

+ + f)|] (4.5)
Summary

The first few terms of the Laguerre jproduct series expansion of the
distribution of variance components of one-way classification are.
worked out in terms of population cumulants, of up to the eighth order.
The distribution of variance ratio is given explicitly.

Remark

Similar corrective terms to the distribution of the ratio of variances
of two random samples from two different populations have been
obtained by the same technique and can be had from the author.

Further Work

The order of approximation of (4.3) is under investigation.
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